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ABSTRACT

Aim

To review published literature to identify when and how patients and health care practitioners have been involved in knowledge mobilisation activity and the impact this may have had on their care.

Background

Improving patient outcomes, satisfaction and quality of care is increasingly reliant on shared decision-making between health professionals and patients. Knowledge mobilisation, at its simplest “moving knowledge to where it can be most useful” is a growing field of academic study. To date it appears that much effort has focused on moving knowledge from researchers to health care practitioners. Knowledge mobilisation to patients is currently under-researched.

Design

Integrative review

Review Methods

Methods of integrative review will be used to address the review problem. PRISMA guidelines were used as a general framework to guide structuring and reporting the review. Elements of method-specific reporting guidelines for specific streams of evidence will be used as required.
Discussion

This review will aim to provide a broad and deep understanding of patient-practitioner-researcher engagement in knowledge mobilisation activity. This synthesis of the extant literature should offer insights into the optimum characteristics of methods for bridging patient-practitioner-researcher boundaries in knowledge mobilisation action.
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Systematic review registration:

This protocol will be registered with PROSPERO

Why is this review needed?

- With an increased emphasis on empowerment and shared decision-making more investigation into knowledge mobilisation across patient-practitioner-researcher boundaries is needed
- To understand more about how and to what extent patients are involved in knowledge mobilisation
- To evaluate the evidence-base of knowledge mobilisation activity and patient outcomes
INTRODUCTION

Current policy dictates that patients should be empowered and engaged partners in their health care. There is much rhetoric around shared-decision making and the importance of patients being able to manage their own health care as effectively as possible. The extent to which these concepts are espoused in healthcare differs across the world (Härter et al 2011). Given the increasing number of people throughout the world who need to self-manage these issues are of international relevance.

Empowerment and engagement strategies, when well executed, can improve patient outcomes and satisfaction and bring about cost-savings. Knowledge is one element of empowering patients. Knowledge mobilisation, at its simplest “moving knowledge to where it can be most useful” is a growing field of academic study. To date it appears that much effort has focused on moving knowledge from researchers to health care practitioners. Knowledge mobilisation to patients is currently under-researched. The move towards empowerment and shared-decision making suggests a need for more investigation into knowledge mobilisation across patient-practitioner-researcher boundaries.

BACKGROUND

Current policy dictates that patients should be empowered and engaged partners in their health care (Department of Health (DH) 2010, DH 2012, HM Government 2014). Empowerment is a complex and much debated notion. In the health care arena empowerment over one’s health is often viewed as a positive both in and of itself, as it tends to lead to better patient outcomes (Muir & Quilter-Pinner 2015). It may save money through reducing consultations and increasing concordance (Ahmad et al. 2014). However, the rhetoric of empowerment is often not matched by changes in practice (Wolf & Veintot 2015).
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Empowerment is predicated on more equal power relationships between health care providers (HCP) and patients. This requires challenging deeply embedded practices and attitudes in HCPs (Richards 2013). Empowerment cannot be bestowed on people; there is a need for joint action towards this state.

Engagement obliges patients and HCPs to actively participate in health decisions and actions (Gallivan et al. 2012); this concept is allied to patient activation (Greene & Hibbard 2013, Hibbard & Greene). Whatever terminology is used the idea necessitates a cultural change in the way that autonomy and personal responsibility of patients is viewed (Henry 2006). There is evidence that when patients are engaged in their healthcare, outcomes improve (Edgman-Levitan & Brady 2013) and higher levels of satisfaction are reported (Burns et al. 2014).

A diverse literature proposes ways patient empowerment and engagement may be achieved, although it is recognised that there are many challenges. Ultimately all those involved in health care need to use a common language (Bellows et al. 2015), achieve shared understandings and mutual respect (Entwistle et al. 2010). Knowledge is one of the key elements in achieving empowerment and partnership working between patients and HCPs. Although it is recognised that knowledge alone will not bring about the desired change in current practice and relationships, it is undoubtedly an important influence. At present consultations tend to be characterised by “informational inequality” (Kashaf & McGill 2015) with HCPs holding the balance of power through possession of empirical knowledge. Some HCPs express concerns about patients’ expert knowledge and beliefs about themselves and their condition (Shaw & Baker 2004). In some instances, the view persists that patients are empty repositories waiting to be filled with knowledge or people who need to have their misunderstandings corrected (Wolf & Veintot 2015). It is true that practitioners will often
possess more clinical information than patients but equally patients are experts in their lives and their conditions (National Voices undated). Patients typically possess far greater insight into how potential treatments may affect their lives and be congruent with their own values, beliefs and preferences (Coulter 1999). Patients need information, power and control to stay healthy. Many new models promote patient empowerment and engagement but these tend to be confined by geographical area or particular condition (Muir & Quilter-Pinner 2015).

One practical approach to getting patients and HCPs to work together is the use of shared decision-making (SDM) (Elwyn et al. 2006, Momumjid et al. 2016). The popularity of the concept has been growing since the 1990s and, although there is still no absolute definition (Bouniols et al. 2016), shared decision-making is generally agreed to be based on the principles of respect for patient autonomy and solidarity between HCP and patients (Chewning et al. 2012). Variation in shared-decision making is illustrated in a dedicated issue of Zeitschrift für Evidenz, Fortbildung und Qualität im Gesundheitswesen which includes perspectives from 13 different countries and showcases the Salzburg Statement on Shared Decision Making (Härter et al 2011). Evidence suggests that most patients want to be involved in decision-making (Charles et al. 2006). An authentic shared approach requires both patient and HCP to be involved in information exchange, both expressing treatment preferences and both agreeing on treatment decisions (Montori et al. 2006, Hyde et al. 2016). The idea that patients need to have sufficient knowledge on which to base their decisions is, unsurprisingly, widely supported (Pollard et al. 2015). Some limited evidence suggests that SDM can improve patient outcomes (Shay & Lafata 2015). Many benefits are reported: agreed plans of care are likely to be consistent with the patient’s lifestyle, living situation, goals and personal preferences and it may increase patient satisfaction, reduce healthcare cost and use and increase treatment adherence (Légaré & Witteman 2013, Joseph-Williams et al.
Despite all these potential gains SDM remains a subject that is relatively high in academic and policy agendas but possibly less evident in everyday practice. The most frequently cited barriers from the health care provider perspective are: time; concern that inappropriate decisions may be made and a perception that patients may be unable or unwilling to participate (Pollard et al. 2015). This last point is challenged in the conclusion of a comprehensive review that suggests that patients can’t, rather than won’t, participate in decision making (Joseph-Williams et al. 2014). These authors argue powerfully that knowledge is not power for patients, for engagement in SDM they need both knowledge and power - a point reinforced by Hyde et al. (2016) in their call for practitioners and patients to share information. A common theme in all this literature is that patients need both knowledge and power to exercise control over their own health care. Essentially, both patients and HCPs need sufficient knowledge and to be willing and able to share this, to make decisions about an individual’s health care. It may be argued that there is a need to develop knowledge mobilisation techniques that bridge the patient-practitioner-researcher boundary to promote use of shared knowledge to inform decision making.

Knowledge mobilisation (KM) is an emerging and much debated discipline. It can be defined as “the reciprocal and complementary flow and uptake of research between researchers, knowledge brokers and knowledge users” (Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council 2016). Some would contest the idea that KM is purely concerned with research knowledge, supporting a much wider inclusion of available information and expertise (Ward 2016). For clarity we define KM and associated variants at the simplest level of “moving knowledge to where it can be most useful” (Ward 2016).
Knowledge mobilisation and associated terms are becoming more prevalent in the health literature although, at present, most attention is given to moving research knowledge to practitioners. Despite a substantive literature there is a notable lack of investigation into the extent to which KM and allied work has included patients in healthcare and, specifically, into strategies which are designed to bridge the patient-practitioner-researcher boundary. This will be the focus of our review. Our review begins with the philosophical standpoint that patient empowerment and engagement are desirable and necessary in today’s healthcare climate. To gain a comprehensive understanding we will include a wide range of literature.

**AIM**

Our aim is to review published literature to identify when and how patients and practitioners have been involved in knowledge mobilisation activity and the impact this may have had.

**Objectives**

Specific objectives are to:

1. Review the ways patients have been engaged in KM activity (how)
2. Assess the extent to which patients are involved in KM activity (how much)
3. Examine the extent to which patients and HCP have been explicitly engaged in shared KM activity (how)
4. Assess the extent to which patients and HCP are involved in shared KM activity (how much)
5. Evaluate the impact of patient involvement KM activity (so what)
6. Evaluate the impact of shared patient and HCP involvement KM activity (so what)
Inclusion criteria will capture the patient / KM dyad literature. If, in this wider body of literature we find examples of the patient / KM / HCP triad we will conduct a subgroup analysis using the methods outlined below.

For clarity and precision we will use the following definitions:

- Knowledge mobilisation: an umbrella term for four key terms most commonly used in seminal papers in this field namely; knowledge translation, knowledge transfer, knowledge exchange and knowledge mobilisation (Ward 2016)
- Patient: any recipient of health services
- Health care practitioner: a person who provides preventive, curative, promotional or rehabilitation health care

Our review question is ‘What are the optimum characteristics of strategies to bridge patient-practitioner-researcher boundaries in knowledge mobilisation activity?’

**DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY**

We will use integrative review methodology (IRM) to undertake a comprehensive review and synthesis of a wide range of literature (Whittemore & Knafl 2005). IRM is effective in synthesising existing knowledge from a diverse range of sources to deepen understanding. In this systematic integrative review similar studies will be grouped together and quality assessment tools and analytical methods relevant to each publication will be used (Kirkevold 1997). We will provide rich contextual data which captures both the breadth and depth in
the literature (Kastner et al. 2016). We plan to identify exemplars of good practice, gaps in extant literature and future research needs. In keeping with IRM philosophy our intention is that this review will, if possible, be used to inform policy and practice (Tricco et al. 2016). To ensure rigour we will follow the 5 IRM stages of Whittemore & Knafl: i) problem identification; ii) literature search; iii) data evaluation; iv) data analysis and v) presentation. Depending on the quantity and quality of the evidence base we will add a sixth step of making recommendations for practice and/or further research, as appropriate. IRM can be applied using a spectrum of systematic to non-systematic methods of data processing. Our intention is to use a high level of systematic processing incorporating a similar level of data processing as a systematic review. A PRISMA- P (Shamseer et al. 2015) checklist is included, however, in recognition that this is an integrative review completion has focused on directly relevant items. Our team comprises two nurses with expertise in knowledge mobilisation and an expert in evidence based information practice.

Stage 1: Problem identification

High quality knowledge is one of several elements that are required to achieve genuine patient empowerment and engagement. Knowledge mobilisation, put simply “moving knowledge to where it can be most useful” (Ward 2016) is becoming embedded in health care practice. However to date most work has focused on effective movement of research to practitioners. Despite the acknowledged need for both informed patients and HCPs relatively little attention has been paid to how KM and associated strategies can be used to bridge patient-practitioner-researcher boundaries. Our focus is on the extent to which patients have been involved in KM; how this has been achieved; the extent to which such work has also involved HCPs and evaluation of impact. Our research question is: ‘What are the optimum characteristics of strategies to bridge patient-practitioner-researcher boundaries in knowledge mobilisation activity?’
Stage 2: Literature search

Identifying literature for the review

We will search for and synthesise two types of evidence:

1. Peer-reviewed academic literature identified through systematic database searching and complementary search techniques such as review of reference lists (backward chaining) and citation searching (forward chaining).

2. Grey literature, including non-peer-reviewed articles and online reports located through a structured online web search

Systematic search of academic literature

A comprehensive electronic search will be conducted guided by an information expert (AB), details are summarised in table 1. Databases include: CINAHL, MEDLINE, EMBASE, Web of Science (all databases), ASSIA, PsycINFO, British Nursing Index, DH-Data and King’s Fund Library Catalogue. Search terms are summarised in table 1, these terms and associated synonyms will be used in various combinations. The focus is on English language papers acknowledging that culturally-specific differences might complicate the interpretation of findings from our review. We will search from 2006 to date, given that the last decade has seen an exponential rise in literature concerning KM. A copy of the search strategy as developed and executed on MEDLINE is included as Appendix 1.

Structured search of the grey literature

The term grey literature tends to refer to unpublished research. To identify documents of interest we will search: Electronic Theses Online Service (EthOS), Index to Theses, Zetoc conference proceedings, King’s Fund Library, DH Data, British Library Catalogue, COPAC (Combined UK Universities Catalogue), INVOLVE and the Patients Association. We will
search Google and Google Scholar using key terms and phrases. Reference list of all included items will be reviewed to identify further potentially relevant references.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria

Inclusion and exclusion criteria have been developed on the basis of a scoping review and are presented in table 2. Our criteria for inclusion are purposely broad as, following a scoping review and given the nature of our question, we are unlikely to identify a significant body of empirical studies. In addition to empirical studies, either qualitative, quantitative or mixed methods, we will include descriptive papers and policy documents. Opinion papers and editorials (i.e. not detailing a specific example of KM) will be excluded. Inclusion and exclusion will be determined in a three phase process of title screening, abstract screening and full text review.

Title screening

Two authors (FC & BA) will independently review the title of each publication identified in the search. Those that are clearly not relevant, for example those not focusing on KM or patients, will be excluded. Any titles considered ambiguous or where reviewers disagree will progress to abstract screen.

Abstract screening

Two authors (AB & FC) will independently review the abstracts of articles included from title screening. Any disagreements will be resolved by discussion between the two reviewers and if agreement cannot be reached a third author will be involved. Discussion will continue until consensus is achieved. Publications will proceed to full text review if it is clearly relevant or the abstract suggests it may be relevant but contains insufficient detail to make a decision.
Full text review

Two authors (FC & BA) will independently review publications to ensure inclusion criteria are met. Disagreements will be discussed and, if not resolved, will be escalated to the third author with a casting vote. Data extraction forms will be developed according to the resources identified. These will include a summary which will be used to inform categorising papers by type and focus.

Bibliographic management

Our searching and screening process will be recorded using the bibliographic data management system (RefWorks™). This will provide an audit trail of decision making at each stage of screening.

Stage 3: Data evaluation

Given a deliberately inclusive sampling frame, we will use an appropriate evaluation tool for each included item. Empirical quantitative and qualitative studies will be evaluated using the appropriate Critical Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP) checklist (CASP 2016). Theoretical sources and reports will be assessed against the criteria of: authenticity; methodological quality; informational value and representativeness of available primary sources (Whittemore & Knafl 2005). Different types of study or reports will be classified by study type and/or publication type and further sub-divided if appropriate. Quality assessment will consider issues such as the clarity of study aims and whether the findings are valid and/or credible. Two authors (FC, BA) will undertake quality appraisal of included literature and the third author will be involved in cases of discrepancy. The critical appraisal process will underpin assessment of the strength of evidence from individual and grouped studies.
Stage 4 Data analysis

Data analysis with diverse data is challenging and needs to be transparent (Kastner et al. 2016). Depending on the included literature we will perform analysis within and across groupings. Potential groupings include:

- Populations
- Type of KM strategy
- Evaluation methods
- Theoretical basis

In the event that we are able to undertake meta-analysis, meta-synthesis or meta-summary and sub-group analysis we will use review methods designed for specific synthesis purposes (for example Cochrane review methodology for meta-analysis (Higgins and Green 2011).

To synthesise the findings we will follow the five-stage process proposed by Miles and Huberman (1994) namely: i) data reduction; ii) data display; iii) data comparison; iv) conclusion drawing and v) verification. Each of these steps is explained in more detail in table 3. This approach will facilitate the production of an integrative summary of all results and underpin conclusions, generalisations and recommendation from this review.

Stage 5 Presentation

The integrative summary will form the basis of our report. Our output will include a transparent explanation of our review process with a logical chain of evidence that readers can be confident of our conclusions and their grounding in the data. Given the likely
heterogeneity of the included studies, study characteristics will be summarised through
narrative summary and summary tables of study characteristics. Thematic synthesis will be
used for qualitative studies and where quantitative findings or results of surveys map to the
qualitative thematic framework. Dissemination of results will be through local, national and
international conferences and publications using a range of media for groups including the
public, patients, health care professional, knowledge mobilisers and researchers.

**Ethical considerations**

There are no specific ethical considerations for this review.

**Validity and reliability**

Methods of integrative review (Whittemore & Knafl 2005) will provide a focus for the
integrative review of available evidence. It is acknowledged that there is no specific reporting
guideline for integrative or mixed-method reviews. The use of review methods and a clear
report of decision-making will ensure a transparent review process. The use of the PRISMA
framework (Shamseer et al. 2015) will provide a systematic process for reporting the review
of evidence and enhance reliability. Elements of method-specific reporting guidelines for
specific streams of evidence will be used as required to enhance rigour.

**DISCUSSION**

In this review we aim to provide an understanding of the breadth and depth of patient
engagement in KM. This synthesis of the extant literature should begin to offer insights into
the important area of bridging patient-practitioner-researcher boundaries in knowledge
mobilisation. We anticipate this review will be of interest to patient groups, health care practitioners, policy makers and knowledge mobilisers. We therefore intend to disseminate our work widely.

Limitations
This review will aim to provide a broad and deep understanding of patient-practitioner-researcher engagement in KM activity. This is an ambitious undertaking particularly in terms of setting parameters for inclusion. Although our review is using a systematic and transparent methodology it is possible that we will not capture all relevant data. Our interpretation of data may be open to bias but the involvement of the review team and multiple perspectives, will limit this.

CONCLUSION
This synthesis of the extant literature should offer insights into the optimum characteristics of methods to bridge patient-practitioner-researcher boundaries in knowledge mobilisation activity. We anticipate that the review will be of interest to patient groups, HCPs, policy makers and knowledge mobilisers. We therefore intend to disseminate our work widely in diverse formats. The findings will be used to inform future research studies by identifying and prioritising areas where further research is most needed.
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Insert Appendix 1 - Sample Search Strategy on PubMed MEDLINE

Table 1: Summary of search terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Databases</th>
<th>Limiters</th>
<th>Knowledge terms</th>
<th>Patient terms</th>
<th>Consumer terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CINAHL</td>
<td>English language Published from 2006 onwards</td>
<td>knowledge translation knowledge transfer knowledge exchange knowledge mobilisation</td>
<td>Patient Health consumer Patient participation Patient engagement Patient involvement</td>
<td>Client Co-production Co-creation Co-design Citizen engagement Active engagement Service user</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Inclusion and exclusion criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inclusion</th>
<th>Exclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Empirical studies</td>
<td>Opinion papers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical studies</td>
<td>Editorials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reports</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy documents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Descriptive papers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicit use of KM or associated strategies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient or patient &amp; HCP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Five-stage synthesis process of Miles and Huberman (1994)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| i) data reduction | A logical classification system will be developed based on type of evidence and our predetermined conceptual classifications of, how, how much and so what (see objectives for further detail).  
We will code data and if appropriate synthesise codes into broad themes.  
We will develop a matrix into which we will enter data extracted from each source article. This will provide a manageable framework which summarises pertinent data |
| ii) data display | Data will be displayed to illustrate patterns and relationships within and across the data. This will be the starting point for our interpretation |
| iii) data comparison | In an iterative process we will:  
- Identify patterns and themes  
- Check for believability  
- Compare and contrast data  
- Determine common and unusual patterns  
- Incorporate parts into wholes |
- Observes for variation and identify related factors
- Build a logical chain of evidence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>iv) conclusion drawing</th>
<th>We will synthesise the data into a set of robust generalities aiming to be as inclusive as possible</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>v) verification</td>
<td>We will return to the data in the final stage to ensure accuracy and confirmability of our process and conclusions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>